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In a recent paper, Calkin [l] had given the following identity: 
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the following sum: 
At first, we define that 
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Now, we give the following main results. 
Lemma 1. 
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= (_1)“+123(“+1) + 2(-l)” 8A3 - 12A2 
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fn+l =(-1)“+123”+2+3~(-1~~ (3 -&(-1)‘,4, ,” . 
s=o s=o 0 
Proof. Use Lemmas 1 and 2. 0 
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Lemma 3. Zf n is an even number, then 
~~-l~,~~.~(r)‘=(-l,fl~2(,:,) [2’+1+y$)]. 
hence, 
The result now follows from the well-known identities: 
Theorem 2. Zf n is an odd number, then 
g,-ly (g (:,)’ =-23n-’ - 3(-1)(“-‘)‘22n-’ ( C;_-l;,2) . 
Proof. Use Lemma 3 and Theorem 1. ??
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